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From the RAMUS team
We warmly welcome 121 new scholars who have already commenced their RAMUS scholarship in
2014. A further 21 scholarship offers are still being processed.
We also welcome those rural doctors who have joined the Scheme as RAMUS mentors and we thank
the many doctors continuing their important work in that role. The advice, support and experience
that our mentors bring to the Scheme is priceless.
Included in this edition of the newsletter is the announcement of the 2013 Mentor of the Year award
winners. Congratulations to Dr Jacquelyn Boyd, Associate Professor Robert French and Dr Margaret
Barrow for the outstanding contributions they have made through mentoring RAMUS scholars. Also
included are tips for new scholars looking for a mentor and preparing their first scholar-mentor plan,
and information on the Conference Placement Program for eligible conferences in the second
semester.
Thank you also to the scholars whose 2013 scholar reports, conference reports and photos have been
used in this issue of the Newsletter. We hope these might inspire others to contribute to future issues.
We will soon have some staffing changes in the RAMUS team. Susan will be finishing as RAMUS
Manager on 23 May. Lesley will be taking up the role of RAMUS Manger and a new Project Officer,
Madeleine Mason, will be starting with the NRHA on 26 May.
Susan, Lesley and Janine
The RAMUS team

Scholar experiences in 2013

Julia Fattore at RAW, Wagga, NSW

Sam Ritchie 4 wheel driving in Katherine, NT

RAMUS is an Australian Government Initiative

RAMUS Mentors of the Year 2013
Dr Jacqueline (Jackie) Boyd and, in a joint
nomination, Associate Professor Robert (Bob)
French and his wife Dr Margaret (Marnie) Barrow
are the 2013 RAMUS Mentors of the Year.
Jackie Boyd is a GP Registrar based at Coconut Grove in
the Northern Territory, and has been a RAMUS mentor
since 2012. She was nominated for the Award by Leonie
Harold, a fourth year medical student at Monash
University, Melbourne.
Jackie has been a continual source of support,
experience and knowledge since Leonie joined the
RAMUS Scheme.
Jackie dedicated extensive work and time to organising
several trips for Leonie to Indigenous communities in
the Northern Territory. Through these trips Jackie
provided Leonie with a unique insight into the day to
day life of a rural doctor. Leonie said:
“It has not been just the medical focused time which I
have appreciated; it has been the conversations outside
the hangar with a wide variety of rural GPs and the
experience of climbing aboard the small chartered
planes which shuttle the medical staff treating remote
Northern Territory patients.”

Dr Jacqueline Boyd (photo by Leonie Harold)

“By being such a fantastic role model as a doctor, coworker and contributor to each community she works
in, Jackie has truly become a pivotal inspiration in my
medical pathway”, Leonie said. “Jackie has consistently
been an open ear over the phone, email or in person
and has provided me with indispensible support and
advice. Jackie’s work has cemented my desire to return
to northern Australia and to strive towards being a
humble, caring yet knowledgeable doctor who changes
people’s lives with genuine compassion and
commitment.”
Jackie with staff at the community clinic in Pirilingimpi (photo
by Leonie Harold)

The opinions expressed in the RAMUS Newsletter
are those of the contributors and not necessarily
of the National Rural Health Alliance or its
individual Member Bodies.

Associate Professor Robert (Bob) French, of Armidale
NSW, has been a RAMUS mentor since 2009. He and his
wife, Dr Margaret (Marnie) Barrow, were jointly
nominated for Mentor of the Year Awards by the four
RAMUS scholars they have mentored: Caitlin Driscoll,
Vanessa Lee and Sophie Kerr, who graduated from
University of New England (UNE) in 2013, and Lucinda
Donlon, now in 5th year at UNE.
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Bob French is a general surgeon who has worked in
Armidale for over 30 years and his wife Marnie Barrow
is a retired general practitioner who worked in Armidale
across various practices during the same time period.
Vanessa, Sophie, Caitlin and Lucinda all commented on
the involvement of Bob and Marnie in the medical
school at the University of New England and on their
passion for medical education.
Vanessa and Sophie said:
“We were lucky enough to be tutored in ‘history taking’
clinical skills by these two doctors at the hospital in our
very first semester of medical school, and this was how
they came to be our mentors. While Bob was our
official RAMUS mentor, both doctors have been equally
inspiring and encouraging over the years.”
“They welcomed us into the rural community of
Armidale when we had both relocated a long way from
our hometowns for university. They regularly had us
over to their home for dinner and helped us with our
studies and any problems we had. Their stories of rural
medicine in Armidale over the years have been
encouraging for our own careers in rural medicine.”
Caitlin said:
“This rural clinician duo are now generously dedicating
much of their time to the rural clinical school in
Armidale, teaching clinical skills and imparting their
knowledge to upcoming doctors. Although my time as
a RAMUS scholar has ended, Bob and Marnie will
continue to be a strong presence and inspiration during
my life as a doctor.”

“Bob and his wife Marnie hold a special place in the
heart of many UNE medical students. Their passion for
medicine comes packaged with humility, benevolence,
and quiet confidence that epitomises rural medical
practice.”
“Bob’s quiet sense of humour is balanced perfectly with
calm logic and subtle wisdom that, while surely
cultivated by years of medical practice, is something
apparently inherent to his personality. He offers
nothing but words of encouragement to the next
generation of doctors.”

Continuing scholar requirements - now overdue
Due 30 April 2014
 Scholar–Mentor Plan 2014
 Please ensure you are a member of your
university’s rural health club
Thank you to all who have already sent in their plan
for the year.
New scholars
Please organise your mentor, prepare your ScholarMentor Plan and make sure you are a member of
your university’s rural health club within two months
of being offered a full scholarship.

More scholar experiences in 2013

Alexandra Lynch, Ceduna sunset, SA

Caitlin Driscoll, Sophie Kerr, Vanessa Lee, Assoc Prof Robert
French and Dr Marnie Barrow

Lucinda wrote:
Johanna Warren with the RFDS at the Yalata airstrip, SA
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Tips for new scholars
If you have started your scholarship this year you
will be finding a RAMUS mentor and working with
them on a Scholar-Mentor plan for the first time.
We encourage new scholars to visit the Current
Scholars page on the RAMUS website
(http://ramus.ruralhealth.org.au/scholars) regularly and
to contact the RAMUS team by email or phone if you
have any questions at all about your scholarship.
Finding a mentor
Finding a mentor for RAMUS is not as daunting as it
might sound. In the first instance, we encourage you to
use your existing contacts or networks; for example by
approaching a doctor from your home district or a rural
doctor with whom you already have an informal
mentoring relationship or with whom you undertake
rural placements.
If you are having difficulty in arranging a mentor, the
RAMUS team will be happy to help. We maintain details
of current and previous mentors and a register of
former scholars who are available to be RAMUS
mentors.
The ideal mentor is an experienced rural doctor (not
necessarily a GP) who is able to give you support and
advice and to facilitate opportunities for you to
experience and learn about rural medicine and rural
communities. Your mentor should be currently
practising in a rural or remote location; that is, ASGC-RA
categories 2-5.
New scholar Toby Brunckhorst has shared how he
approached a possible mentor he knew from his
hometown.
“I'm receiving a RAMUS scholarship while I'm studying
medicine. The scholarship assists people with a rural
background to study medicine with the aim of attracting
more doctors to rural and regional Australia. As part of
the scholarship I need a regional/rural doctor as a
mentor, and was wondering if you would be interested?
Being a mentor involves chatting with me to prepare a
plan with goals for each year of study (mainly about
rural involvement) and touching base a few times
during the year.”
As a scholar it will be up to you to maintain regular
contact with your mentor by phone, email or social
media and by arranging face-to-face meetings. You
should aim to have face-to-face contact at least once a

year. Therefore we suggest that you should approach a
doctor either from your hometown or a location where
such contact will be possible.
A new scholar in 2013 said this in her end of year
scholar report
“Having a mentor from my hometown, as well as with a
tie to my family, gives me great comfort in our mentor–
scholar relationship. We spoke about rural medicine,
and why he was and is still drawn to it. We also spoke at
length about my aspirations as a medical student, and
what I wanted to achieve with him as a mentor, as well
as my current thoughts for a career path. Contact with
my mentor has made me increasingly excited for the
opportunities I have as a RAMUS scholar, as well as
provided me with an excellent mentor and support I
otherwise would not have.”
For more information about the RAMUS mentoring
program, have a look at the Information for new
RAMUS scholars 2014 booklet available at:
http://ramus.ruralhealth.org.au/tips
Preparing your RAMUS Scholar-Mentor plan
One of the RAMUS requirements is that scholars, with
the help of their mentor, prepare an annual plan for
rural activities. The annual plan is documented on the
Scholar-Mentor Plan form.
This annual planning exercise provides structure and
guidance for your relationship with your mentor and for
your exposure to rural practice and rural life over the
years of your scholarship. We also hope it will help you
in your longer term decisions about a career in rural
health.
The ‘Guide to preparing your Scholar-Mentor plan’ is
available at http://ramus.ruralhealth.org.au/tips and
includes suggestions and examples from
Scholar-Mentor Plans of current scholars who are at
different stages in their degree.

Does RAMUS have your current contact
details?
If any of your details change, please notify RAMUS
by email (ramus@ruralhealth.org.au) or phone
(1800 460 440) or through the RAMUS website
http://ramus.ruralhealth.org.au/update-ramusGoodbye
scholar-details
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"So it's goodbye from me"
After just over seven years as RAMUS Manager, I’ll be
leaving the RAMUS team in late May. I’ve had a
wonderful time working with the RAMUS Scheme. It is a
fantastic scholarship. In addition to the financial
support it gives rural medical students, it’s the
mentoring program and other features to encourage
scholars’ interest in rural practice which really set it
apart. In my time with RAMUS I have seen the Scheme
grow, with the number of scholarship places funded by
the Government increasing from 500 to 587.
It has been a privilege to support hundreds of smart,
enthusiastic and passionate rural medical students and
to follow the developing careers of many of them. I also
feel fortunate to have had contact with the many
dedicated rural doctors who are RAMUS mentors.
I have been lucky to work with a great team here at the
Alliance. Lesley and Janine, my fellow members of the
core RAMUS team, have been wonderful colleagues and
friends and I am delighted that Lesley will be stepping
into the RAMUS Manager job. We work as part of the
wider team of National Rural Health Alliance staff, and I
don’t know where you would find a more supportive,
friendly and hardworking group of people, all dedicated
to the health and wellbeing of rural Australians.
While I’m looking forward to spending more time at
home on the NSW Far South Coast, I won’t be losing
touch with RAMUS completely, as I’ll be doing some
part time project work with the Alliance.
So, a big thank you to scholars, mentors and work
colleagues past and present for everything you’ve given
me. I wish the RAMUS Scheme and everyone associated
with it a bright future.
Susan Magnay

Former scholars are available to be
RAMUS mentors
More than 60 former RAMUS scholars have
indicated they are available to be RAMUS mentors
from 2014.
These potential mentors are practising in rural, regional
or remote locations in NSW, NT, SA, QLD, VIC and WA.
They are all keen to support a current RAMUS scholar
as they were supported by their rural doctor mentor
during their own studies.
Continuing scholars who need to change their mentor
in 2014 are welcome to ask the RAMUS team for the
contact details of former scholars they could approach
about becoming their new mentor.

Conference Placement Program 2014
Applications are now open for the Conference
Placement Program (CPP) for 2nd semester 2014.
About 36 grants, valued at up to $1,500, will be
available to current scholars and alumni.
Conferences covering rural medicine, general practice,
Indigenous health, rural and remote mental health,
emergency medicine, sexual health, social determinants
of health, and critical care are included on the Eligible
Conferences list.
Go to http://ramus.ruralhealth.org.au/conferenceplacement for the full list of eligible conferences and
the CPP Guidelines and Application Form. The list will
be updated during the semester if and when new
conferences are added.
For conferences being held from July to September, the
due date for applications is 26 May 2014. The eligible
conferences in this period are:






Rural Health West Aboriginal Health Conference
20th International AIDS Conference
14th Rural Critical Care Conference
Action on Social Determinants of Health
Conference
AMSA Global Health Conference

To apply, please complete the Application Form
available at
http://ramus.ruralhealth.org.au/conference-placement
and send it by email to ramus@ruralhealth.org.au by
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the due date given on the Eligible Conferences list.
Applications will be assessed and applicants notified
about the outcome within one week of the due date for
that conference.
If you are awarded a CPP grant, the funds will be paid
directly to you in two instalments: the first half before
the conference, once you have registered and sent a
copy of your registration confirmation to RAMUS; and
the second half after the conference once you submit
your conference report and statutory declaration. You
will be responsible for making your own registration,
travel and accommodation arrangements for the
conference; RAMUS does not make any of these
arrangements for you.

Professional development
recognition for RAMUS mentoring
The Australian College of Rural and Remote Medicine
(ACRRM) and the Royal Australian College of General
Practitioners (RACGP) recognise mentoring of RAMUS
scholarship holders as eligible activities for their
professional development programs (PDP), under a
category of ‘teaching medical students’.

Australian Journal of Rural Health

Under the ACRRM scheme, mentors are eligible for one
core point per hour up to a cap of 30 core points. For
mentors who wish to claim ACRRM PDP points, RAMUS
will submit a report to ACRRM based on the details
provided by mentors in their annual RAMUS Mentor
Report form.

The April 2014 issue of the AJRH looks at how Australia
can get the rural workforce it needs. In his editorial
entitled "Rethinking Medicare: Some rural
considerations" AJRH editor Professor David Perkins
links the current discussion about the role of Medicare
with workforce planning. Anna Schauer and her
colleagues look at the motivations of James Cook
University medical graduates’ choice of internship
location and beyond, and a survey of post graduate
junior doctors presented by Casey Jane Rowe and
others highlights the fact that junior doctors find rural
practice terms to be challenging but beneficial to their
training.

RAMUS mentors may be eligible for up to 40 category 1
RACGP QI&CPD points. To claim RACGP QI&CPD points,
mentors should complete an individual application to
the College’s Quality Improvement and Continuing
Professional Development Program. RAMUS does not
provide a report to the RACGP.
For more information about the ACRRM and RACGP
requirements, please contact the Colleges directly.

RAMUS scholars have free online access to the
Australian Journal of Rural Health (AJRH).
Access is through the RAMUS website
(http://ramus.ruralhealth.org.au/ajrh)

Scholar 2013 experiences continued

RAMUS is on Facebook
Stay up to date with RAMUS news, ask RAMUS a
question or communicate with other RAMUS scholars,
mentors and alumni. To join the RAMUS Facebook
group, go to:
http://www.facebook.com/groups/348490061904468/
Note: this is a closed Facebook group, exclusively for
RAMUS scholars, mentors and alumni.

Julia Fattore at RAW, Wagga, NSW
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News from the National Rural
Health Alliance
Check out the latest Facts Sheets from the NRHA,
available at
http://ruralhealth.org.au/factsheets/thumbs:
 Alcohol use in rural Australia
 Smoking and rural health
 How many doctors are there in rural Australia?
The Alliance’s Fact Sheets are useful sources of concise,
current and authoritative information on health issues
that are relevant to people living in rural and remote
Australia. They do not usually carry references, but
information on sources may be requested from the
Alliance.
Save the date! The 13th National Rural Health
Conference, with the theme People Places Possibilities
will be held on Darwin on 24-27 May 2015.
http://www.ruralhealth.org.au/13nrhc/

Paul Gilbert studying in Darwin, NT – medicine really does
take up every waking moment.

The RAMUS team
Susan Magnay

Manager

Lesley Crompton

Project Officer

Janine Snowie

Project Officer

Contacting the RAMUS team

Friends of the Alliance is a network of people and
organisations that come together to support the work
of the National Rural Health Alliance and provide
additional grassroots connections for its work. By
joining Friends you will be helping to improve the
health and wellbeing of the more than 6.7 million
people living in rural and remote Australia. There is a
concessional membership rate available for students.
Join online at http://ruralhealth.org.au/friends

Toll Free

1800 460 440

Phone

02 6285 4660

Fax

02 6285 4670

Mail

RAMUS
National Rural Health Alliance
PO Box 280
DEAKIN WEST ACT 2600

Email

ramus@ruralhealth.org.au

Website

http://ramus.ruralhealth.org.au

Facebook group
for scholars,
mentors and
alumni

http://www.facebook.com/groups/
348490061904468/
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